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How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by Guest » 1/3/2013, 4:11 pm

I'm planning to have a PBM and DIEP reconstruction in May, so I'm about to begin interviewing surgeons.
Everyone keeps saying I need to ask how many times he/she has done the surgery. But I'm curious - how
many times is enough? Obviously, twice isn't the answer I'd want. But is 25 times enough? Or should it be in
the hundreds? Or more? Thanks for any advice.

Guest
 

Top

Report this post
Reply with quote

Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by guest (Guest) » 1/3/2013, 6:04 pm

Here are a few thoughts: 

First-- where do you live? Is it a large medical market?

is your breast surgeon providing the referral? Ask why they are referring to that surgeon/s

what type of breast reconstruction procedures has he/she done-- be specific about breast. I wouldn't want a
hand specialist working on me for breast reconstruction.

How many? This is a gut thing. My plastic surgeon has been in practice for 35 years and estimates that he has
done about 3500. He has progressed with the trends and advancements in reconstruction. His practice is
referral only from other surgeons. Everyone is going to have a different tolerance/threshold for numbers. me?
I prefer some gray hairs and with that the number follows.

Do a Google search-- check patient reviews etc. Check with your State Board of Medical Examiners (or
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licensing). Typically they have an on-line system for consumers. It will verify credentials and may point out
sanctions or malpractice issues. These on their own mean only that you need to ask about them (why, etc) and
then trust your judgement. 

Does your gut tell you that you are a good match for this partnership?

Check the standing/issues of the hospital where surgery is to be formed. Again, Google search for patient
reviews.

Are they board certified in plastic surgery?

I take no prisoners with this sort of thing! Over the past 5 1/2 years I have had to put in place a cracker jack
team and i took all of these steps. You have to feel good. I'd certainly get more than one opinion.

Good luck!

guest (Guest)
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by jwberns » 1/3/2013, 6:34 pm

On the other hand...Some people might prefer a more newly-minted PS who has trained on the latest
techniques, rather than being attached to old ways. How is a laywoman to know which is best? You don't,
really. I like to ask other doctors/medical personnel for opinions whenever possible. Or ask other people who
like their doctors, how they decided on that one. I agree with poster above that you have to find a PS with
whom you feel comfortable, regardless of whether they appear on someone's "Top Docs" list.

jwberns
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?
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by tara N.J. » 1/3/2013, 7:14 pm

If I remember correctly 100 is the learning curve.

Tara N.J.

tara N.J.
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by Guest Sue (Guest) » 1/3/2013, 10:49 pm

Never asked PS how many he had done, and never saw any photos of any of his previous patients. Got his
name from my BS and trusted that the BS would not want to work with someone that didn't do good work.
Didn't "shop" around for BS or PS either. Went to a dedicated Breast Center for the BS, liked him a lot.
Could have backfired on me, but it didn't, came out great, very happy. It's all very confusing--go with your
gut---there is no right or wrong way to do this.

Guest Sue (Guest)
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by chris777 (Guest) » 1/3/2013, 10:58 pm

Everyone above has great answers. I agree with their process.

What kind of breast surgery???
My breast surgeon and my plastic work together when mastectomy is done. They were both in the operating
room at the same time. I had a nipple sparing double mastectomy. The breast surgeon is the one that removes
the breast tissue and helps make the pocket for the expander/implant or flap. Then the plastic took over
working on the space and pocket and placement of expander.
Are you keeping the original skin, nipple???? sorrry if thats to personal.
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The look I got is fantastic. even spacing, good lift, not too big or too small.

The only thing I would add to the above is to interview the plastic and ask to see photos of his work. The
photos really helped me know what I was getting. Ask many questions.
Good luck
Chris

chris777 (Guest)
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by JanetheWriter » 1/5/2013, 7:20 pm

The first time I met with the PS that my BS referred me to (and with whom she works extensively), I asked
him if he'd done "a lot" of DIEP reconstructions. He chuckled, shrugged his shoulders and said, "No, but I
read the book and watched the video." I loved him from that moment on...and even more so when he told me
that, in fact, he does two or three each week.

Good luck!
~ Jane.
Last edited by JanetheWriter on 1/6/2013, 10:35 am, edited 1 time in total.

JanetheWriter
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by lolo » 1/5/2013, 9:02 pm

I had to find a PS fast, I gave myself 2 days. because I was told I had cancer and wanted to book surgery
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asap. I talked to people and researched online and came up with 3 people I wanted to see. I met the first guy
and he seemed fine. my friend referred him and I knew he would be ok... but I wasn't sure. Then I met the
second guy. He made me feel like everything was going to be fine and that I'd look wonderful afterwards. I
trusted him and left the office feeling like a huge weight had been lifted off my shoulders. I KNEW it would
be good - and it was. I cancelled the consultation with Dr. #3 because I didn't want to like him too and be
confused again. I chose the people I would consider based mostly on referrals. I wanted someone who does
lots of recon - not just breast enhancements! I also looked for Board Certified, and affiliated with prestigious
hospitals. the one I chose is the Director of PS for a very high-end hospital in Newport Beach. My results
were not perfect but it's not the doctor's fault, it's the way I'm built.

lolo
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by Rebecca61 » 1/5/2013, 9:23 pm

I got referrals from my geneticist, breast surgeon and oncologist. There were two names that kept
reappearing. I interviewed both plastic surgeons. In the first interview with the one I chose, he overwhelmed
me with information and pictures. Honestly I left confused - too much information. He called me personally
later and we talked for quite a while. I went back in to talk with him and at that point I felt really comfortable
with him. From then on, I've never even 2nd guessed that decision. As strange as it sounds, I look forward to
follow-up appointments as his confidence always makes me comfortable that everything will be okay when
we are finished. So far his work is excellent but I really appreciate his personal attention and I've met other
patients of his that feel the same way. This was an emotional surgery for me and I needed someone I could
feel comfortable with and felt like I could trust. He never made promises that that I would look exactly the
same as when I started and I appreciated his honestly although I have to admit, the new boobs look pretty
darn good.

Rebecca61
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Re: How experienced is your plastic surgeon?

by blsst18 » 1/10/2013, 8:09 am

Thank you so much for these replies. I'm meeting three PSs - my first one is today. It's great to have this list
of questions. I really appreciate it!

blsst18
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